14th Annual Fred Marcus Memorial Holocaust Lecture
Judy Winnick, acclaimed Colorado performance artist & educator, returns by popular demand to portray another heroine of the Holocaust.

Music & Hope:
The Life of Alice Herz-Sommer

November 6, 2016, 4:00 p.m.
Elaine Wolf Theatre, MACC at the JCC // 350 S. Dahlia St. Denver, CO 80246
In partnership with the 9th Annual Neustadt JAAMM Festival
Visit: http://www.du.edu/ahss/cjs/hai for more information

The uplifting story of Alice Herz-Sommer (1903-2014), a world renowned Jewish Czech concert pianist who performed over a hundred concerts for her fellow prisoners in Theresienstadt (Terezin) concentration camp, offering beauty & hope.

Tickets are free for all students, educators & Holocaust survivors.

Yes, sign up my class/group for the 2016 Marcus Lecture!

Name of Class/Group/Org: ___________________________________________________
Name of Institution: ___________________________________________________
Name of Primary Contact: _________________________________________________
Email and/or phone: _______________________________________________________
Number of individuals attending: ________

Interested in additional learning opportunities? ✓ all that apply
[ ] in addition to the lecture, we would like to schedule a separate time to tour the Holocaust Memorial Social Action Site on DU’s campus
[ ] in addition to the lecture, we would like to schedule a separate time to hear an eye-witness testimony from a local Holocaust survivor

To schedule a class or group visit, choose one of the following options:
(1) email the requested information to cjs@du.edu, or
(2) mail your completed form to:
Holocaust Awareness Institute
University of Denver
2000 E. Asbury Ave. #157
Denver, CO 80208

SIGN UP NOW!